MN DOC Incoming VideoGram Attachment Rules

Incoming VideoGrams that contain any of the following will not be delivered and stamps will not be refunded. Anyone sending or receiving VideoGrams that violate MNDOC policy may lose their privileges to use this service.

- Descriptions, information or images concerning any illegal acts or violation of facility rules including such examples as illegal drugs, weapons, escape, martial arts, etc.
- Anything sexual in nature, including nudity, or sexual gestures
- Behavior, attire, gestures indicating security threat group affiliation
- Information advocating that any ethnic, racial, or religious group is inferior or that make such groups an object of ridicule and scorn
- Soliciting or receiving any information that describes the manufacture of weapons, bombs, explosives, alcohol and drugs, drug paraphernalia, or escape materials
- Anything of a threatening nature
- Using coercion, threats, or fraud to obtain money, favors, or anything of value
- Information related to the crime or identity of another offender